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Abstract—Traditionally, random access protocols have been de-
signed and studied by assuming simple models for the physical
layer. We introduce a reception model that incorporates the chan-
nel states of the transmitting users and allows for multiple simulta-
neous successes. We assume that each user has access to his chan-
nel state and propose a variant of the Slotted ALOHA protocol for
medium access where the transmit probability is chosen as a func-
tion of the channel state. We introduce the notion of asymptotic
stable throughput and characterize the achievable asymptotic sta-
ble throughput through the use of channel state information. As
an example, we consider the application of the results to sensor
networks.

Index Terms—Multi-user Diversity, Channel State Information,
Transmission Control, Large Scale Sensor Networks, Reachback
Problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth in the demand for data rate over wireless chan-
nels and the emergence of new networks like the sensor net-
works has led to a rethinking of the traditional network archi-
tecture and design principles. Cross layer design, where infor-
mation is exchanged between layers to enhance performance,
is being explored as an alternative to the traditional design
paradigm [17]. In this context, allowing interaction between
MAC and PHY layers seems natural, especially for wireless
networks.

As has been noted in [5], the field of random access uses
rather simplistic models for the physical layer. As the sophisti-
cation of signal processing increases, it is necessary to consider
more accurate models of the physical layer and redesign the
MAC layer based on these models so as to improve the over-
all performance of the network. One such model is the MPR
model that was introduced in [6]. A shortcoming of this model
is that it assumes that all users are identical and they behave in
an identical manner in each slot. This assumption is not valid
for wireless networks where different users experience different
fading conditions. In fact, in a recent line of work, it has been
shown that the knowledge of the fading channel at the trans-
mitter can crucially change the resource allocation problem for
multi-access fading channels [11], [4], [8].

There has been very little prior work in incorporating the
channel knowledge into the random access protocols. We have
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previously introduced a reception model that takes into ac-
count the channel states of the transmitting users and also al-
lows for a detailed abstraction of the physical layer processing
[13]. In [13], we assumed decentralized channel state infor-
mation (CSI), that is, each user has access to his channel state
alone. We proposed that a variation of Slotted ALOHA be em-
ployed, where the transmit probability of each user is a func-
tion of the channel state in that particular slot. This function is
called scheduler. We also assumed that the channel state varies
independently and identically from slot to slot and from user
to user. We then derived the maximum stable throughput (see
[18]) of a finite user symmetric system as a function of the re-
ception model and the scheduler employed. Optimal schedulers
were obtained for some simple reception models [13]. It turns
out that obtaining optimal scheduler for complicated reception
models is in general a hard problem.

In this paper, we introduce the notion of asymptotic stable
throughput (AST), which is the maximum stable throughput as
the number of users goes to infinity while keeping the total in-
put rate constant. Such a metric is of clear importance for large
sensor networks and it also turns out to be simpler to obtain
schedulers that are “good” based on AST. An important insight
of this work is that the scheduler can be used to change the con-
ditional distribution of the channel state as observed at the re-
ceiver. It is therefore beneficial to choose those schedulers that
lead to conditional distributions that are good for the reception
model under consideration.

The use of schedulers which use channel state is studied for
the reachback problem in sensor networks. We assume that
the network employs CDMA for the physical layer and the re-
ceiver uses a linear MMSE multi-user receiver to demodulate
the users. The context of CDMA networks provides us with a
particular reception model for which the theory can be applied.
This application demonstrates the power of using CSI to vary
the transmit probability.

Design of retransmission probability was considered in [10],
[3], [19] but the concern was to make the protocol fair to the
users. In [16], the retransmission probabilities are designed in
order to maximize the throughput but the reception model was a
simple one and centralized CSI was assumed. Slotted ALOHA
where mobiles have the knowledge of the uplink SNR was con-
sidered in [20], [1]. In [20], the channel assumed was a colli-
sion channel and the knowledge of channel state was used to
consider a particular power transmission policy. It was shown
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that because of power variation, the throughput increases with
the number of users. In [1], a particular simple transmission
scheme was chosen where the mobiles are allowed to transmit
only above a certain threshold. The performance was evaluated
by simulation and the threshold was not optimized but set in a
heuristic fashion. Stability analysis for capture model was con-
sidered in [9]. It was not assumed that the nodes have access to
their channel state information. The retransmission probabili-
ties of different users was therefore kept fixed.

In Section II, we describe the system model in detail. In
Section III, we introduce the describe the notion of maximum
stable throughput (MST) and give expressions for MST as a
function of the control and the reception model. In Section IV,
we introduce the notion of asymptotic stable throughput and
gives expressions for achievable AST. In Section V we apply
the theory to the problem of reachback in sensor networks and
we list our concluding remarks in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a network where � users are trying to commu-
nicate with a base station over a common channel. Each user
has a buffer of infinite length that stores the incoming pack-
ets until they are sent successfully to the base station. Time is
slotted into intervals of equal length that is equal to the time
required to transmit a packet. We make the slot time equal to
one time unit and slot � is assumed to occupy the time � �������	��
 .
We denote by ������� the number of incoming packets to user �
during time slot � . The packet arrival process for different � �����
for ����������������� and ��� �!���"������� is assumed to be inde-
pendent and identically distributed as well. The arrival process
has a finite mean #$ and finite variance. The above model for
the arrival process is the same as that in [18] for a symmetric
system.

The channel between the � th user and the base station dur-
ing slot � is parametrized by % ����� . It is assumed that the quan-
tities %&����� for �'�(�"����������� and �)�*�+���"������� are independent
and identically distributed with probability distribution ,.-/%0
 .
Further, we assume that the user � has access to the uplink CSI% ����� at time � .

We define a general reception model that is given by a set
of � functions where given 132��4-�5 /67�2 ���������85  2 �2 
 , a binary9

-tuple, the
9�:<;

function =  2 � -/% 6 ���������7%+2�>?1@2A
 gives the prob-
ability of outcome 132 (users corresponding to indices with
one are successful) when

9
users whose CSI is given by BC�-�% 6 ���������8% 2 
 transmit. That is,=  2 � -�% 6 ���������8% 2 >?1 2 
D� Pr EF1 2HG 9 users tx �8B	�C-/% 6 ���������8% 2 
?I"J(1)

We define K  2 � -�% 6 ���������8%H2F
 as

K  2 � -/% 6 ���������7%+2F
L� 2M N O 6 P E�5 
N �2 G 9 users tx �8BQ�*-�% 6 ���������7%+2F
?IR�

(2)
the expected number of packets successfully demodulated when
the CSI of the transmitting users is -�% 6 ���������7%+2A
 . Given a dis-
tribution function ,.-8� 
 , we define ST2H-<,.-8� 
�
 as the expected

number of packets received conditioned on
9

users transmit and
their CSI is distributed i.i.d according to ,.-7�U
 . That is

SV2+-<,.-7�U
8
W� 2M N O 6 E E�5 
N �2 G 9 users tx I (3)

Note that this reception model allows the reception of multiple
packets simultaneously.

We assume that for any given -�% 6 ���������7% 2 
 , adding an extra
user decreases the probability of packets success for each of
the
9

users. We also assume that for each
9

, if we permute
the SNRs -/% 6 ���������8% 2 
 and apply the same permutation to the
bits of 1@2 , the value of =  2 � -8����� 
 does not change. Note that%  � � -��8
 can be used to model various parameters that influence
the reception. Examples include physical channel gain, position
of the mobile etc.

In a conventional ALOHA system [18], if the user � has
a packet to transmit, he transmits it with a probability X � .
We consider a more general random access scheme, where the
probability of transmission for each user is allowed to be a func-
tion of his CSI. The function is called the scheduler and is de-
noted by YR-7�U
 . Thus we assume that in slot � , user � transmits a

packet with a probability YR-�% Z���� 
 . At the end of slot � , the base
station broadcasts the indexes of those users whose packets it
was able to demodulate successfully.

III. MAXIMUM STABLE THROUGHPUT

In this section, we give expressions for the maximum stable
throughput of the system described in the previous section. Let
the � -tuple [ ���� �C-<\Q����6 ��\	Z���] ����������\	����$ 
 be the length of the
buffers at each node at the beginning of slot � . We say that the
system is stable for a particular arrival process, if for ^`_ba $cdfeZg�<hji kLl Em[ ����Dn ^oIp�rq�-<^s
 dfeZgt hui q�-�^s
D�v��� (4)

where a c is the set of non-negative integers. This notion of
stability is also used in [18]. The maximum stable throughput
is defined as the supremum of all input rates w for which the
system is stable. The arguments in [18] were extended in [13]
to derive the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Given the density function of uplink SNR ,.-/%0
 ,
the scheduler YR-/%0
 and the reception functions EF=  2 � -8�����U
?I $2 O 6 ,the maximum stable throughput is given bywyx�-zYR-7�U
8
W� {M2 O 6

|H} 9+~ -7���bXy��
 {H� 2 X 2� S 2 -<�j�A-8� 
�
�J (5)

where X����r��Y��R, and the distribution �u�A-8� 
 is defined as

�j�A-/%0
L� �&�� YR-��y
8�",.-<�y
X � J (6)

Proof : Refer to [13].
It is important to derive optimal schedulers for various re-

ception models by maximizing the MST of the system. Unfor-
tunately, it is not possible to obtain such schedulers except for
some simple reception models. Some examples can be found in
[13]. The difficulty comes from the fact that the schedulers af-
fect both the probability of transmission X � and the a posteriori
CSI distribution � � -7�U
 .
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IV. ASYMPTOTIC STABLE THROUGHPUT

In this section, we introduce the notion of asymptotic sta-
ble throughput (AST). Essentially, this is the maximum stable
throughput for “large” networks. It turns out that it is easier to
find schedulers that are optimal with respect to AST.

Definition 1: Given the distribution function of CSI ,.-/%0
 ,
the scheduler sequence Y { -�% 
 and the reception functionsEF=  2 � -7�����U
?I $2 O 6 , the asymptotic stable throughput is defined as

w x - E�Y { -8� 
�I�
 �� dZefg e����{ hui {
M2 O 6
|!} 9H~ -7���bXy���+
 {�� 2 X 2� � S 2 -z�j���0-7�U
8
�J

(7)
where X � ��� � Y { �R, and the distribution � � �0-8� 
 is defined as

� � �0-�% 
L� � �� Y { -���
7�R,.-���
Xy��� J (8)

It should be noted that the distribution function � � �0-�% 
 is the
distribution of CSI conditioned on the event that a user trans-
mitted. It should be apparent that the reception is affected by
the a posteriori CSI distribution rather than ,.-�% 
 .

We first have the AST for the case when the nodes do not use
CSI.

Proposition 1: If the sequence of scheduler Y { -/%0
 is chosen
to be independent of % but a function of

}
alone, then the max-

imum possible AST is given by

w x� �	��
�� � � � iM2 O 6 �
29�� S�2+-<,.-8� 
�
�� (9)

where ,.-/%0
 is the distribution of % .
Proof : The proof follows from [7].
Thus, given ,.-/%0
 and the reception model, w x� is the maximum
achievable AST without using CSI.

It is possible to construct a simple sequence of schedulers
that improves significantly upon the AST obtained above. Let� -8� 
 be a distribution function such that ����-�� 
(� ������W-�� 
 � � (notation

� -8� 
�� ,.-8� 
 ) , then from Radon-
Nikodym theorem, there exists a non-negative function � �� � such
that � � -�� 
D�  "! � ��", �R,�J (10)

Proposition 2: With the sequence of schedulers chosen asY { -/%0
L� g�e��
| �} � ��R, ��� ~ � (11)

the asymptotic stable throughput is given by

w � � � � iM2 O 6 �
29�� S 2 - � -8� 
�
�J (12)

Proof : Details in [12].
By comparing Proposition 1 with Proposition 2, it can be seen
that the effect of the chosen sequence is to effectively change
the CSI distribution from ,.-/%0
 to

� -/%0
 . Through a proper
choice of scheduler sequence, it is therefore possible to achieve
an AST of w x# � �$
%��'& � )( ��* � )( � � � � iM2 O 6 �

29�� S�2H- � -7�U
8
�J (13)

The quantity w x# is in some sense the capacity associated with
reception model and ,.-7�U
 . For different reception models, it
is important to characterize w x# and find distributions

� -7�U
 that
achieve an AST that is close to w x# .

V. REACHBACK IN SENSOR NETWORKS

We will now apply the theory to the reachback problem in
sensor networks. For us, reachback refers to the data gather-
ing phase of the operation of sensor networks. This could, for
example, be the scenario shown in Fig 1, where the airplane
acts as the collecting station. The number of nodes in a sensor

PSfrag replacements

%,+r,.-/%0


Fig. 1: Reachback in Sensor Networks
figure

network can be very large, some times in thousands. Thus the
use of asymptotic stable throughput as a metric is justified here.
But we should emphasize that the ideas presented are general
and can be used in many settings.

We assume that the uplink of the sensor network employs
CDMA and the collecting station uses a linear MMSE multi-
user receiver to demodulate the users. (For the details about the
reception model when a linear MMSE multi-user receiver is
employed, please see [15].) The packet is successfully demod-
ulated if after the front-end processing the signal to interference
ratio is greater than - . The parameter - is a function of mod-
ulation scheme used, code used and quality of service required
for the application in terms of the bit error rate. We will study
the case when the channel state is chosen to be the power that
would be received from the mobile, if it transmits in that slot.
This is the product of transmitted power ./� and the propaga-
tion channel gain. Since we require that each user have access
to his channel state, we imagine a time division duplex (TDD)
system where the collecting station is transmitting a pilot tone.
The received power from a node can be modeled as.10`�3254 ] . � � (14)

where 2 is a constant, 4 is the propagation channel gain that is
Rayleigh distributed, because all the nodes are typically at the
same distance from the collecting station and undergo the same
propagation loss and shadow fading. Thus the underlying CSI
distribution can be assumed to be exponential.

Fig 2 shows the variation of AST with respect to � , a de-
sign parameter that is equal to the average number of packets
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transmitted in each slot. The solid line corresponds to the case
when CSI is not used for transmission control and therefore
the a posteriori CSI is exponential. If the transmission control
employs CSI, it is possible to manipulate the CSI distribution.
“Good” target distributions for this model are those with a roll-
off between 0 and 1. As in [2], given a distribution function�.-8� 
 , define � to be the roll-off �.-8� 
 , if there exists a � such that� n � n�� and dfeZg� hji -7���	�.-/%0
8
 %��)���AJ (15)

(See [14] for an explanation of why we choose these distri-
butions for target distributions.) The transmission control that
changes the a posteriori distribution to one with a roll-off � isY { -/%0
L� g�e �

� �	�
��% 6 c � ���� � ��� ��� � (16)

where % � is any constant. Figure 2 shows the gain obtained by
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going from exponential distribution to a distributions with � ��!J ��� . For a fixed AST, the required � is smaller when CSI is
used which implies that the average number of transmissions is
smaller for the protocol proposed and this fact has implications
on the network wide power savings.

It is possible to achieve an AST of \ using distributions with
a roll-off. ( assuming -�� � , which is typical). However, dis-
tributions that can be used to improve the AST beyond \ and
the capacity w x# are not known. The following theorem sum-
marizes the importance of CSI for the reception model under
consideration.

Theorem 2: Assume -�� � and ,.-/%0
L� ��� � � �
�� , thendfefg� � h � w x� �r�+J (17)

However, for any given ./� , the maximum achievable AST with
CSI satisfies \�� w x# � \ � \ - J (18)

Thus, without CSI the achievable AST goes to zero with the
transmit power . � but using CSI, it is theoretically possible to
achieve an AST at least as big \ , even with arbitrarily small
power.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered the use of channel state infor-
mation to vary the transmit probability of Slotted ALOHA for
large networks. We introduced the notion of asymptotic stable
throughput (AST) and derived expressions for achievable AST.
To illustrate the gains that are possible, we applied the proposed
MAC protocol to a CDMA sensor network.
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